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SU_ARY
An investigation in the Langley Research Center Math-8 Variable
Density Hypersonic Tunnel was made of the pressure distributions and
heat transfer rate distributions on two 0.029 scale Viking Entry Vehicle
models. Comparable ranges of test Reynolds number (Re) were exercised for
the two tests between high Re run conditions around 4 x 106 and low R e
conditions of about 1.6 x 106 •
At angles of attack less than ?0 degrees the pressure ratio distribu-
tion (PRD) referended to stagnation pressure Pt2 appeared Invarlant with Re .
Increasing _ results in s flatter distribution of both the windward and
leeward pressure distributions; in addltio,_, the stagnation point shifted
into the windward plane.
Base pressures were uniform for the higher Re t_st conditions and
were of the same magnitude as the ambient static pressure, P_.
Model q measurements obtained from 53 sensors were normalized by t"e
stagnatie_ heat transfer rate qs based on a separate reference hemisphere
model test. Interpolated plots of Aeroshell distributions of heat transfer
rate ratios, q/qs' presented as a function of O illustrate the gradual
shift in the region of maximum heating rates (qmax _ 0.63) toward the model
windward region and the reduction in heating rates on the leeward side with
increases in_ up to 16 degrees.
A subsequent rise in the heating rate profile on the leeward _ide with
further increase in _ is attributed to bcundary layer natural transition to
turbulent flow.
Schlieren photographs were taken for _low field visualization and to
correct model angle of attack.
Forced transition of the leeward boundary layer resulted in a me_-
surable increase in heat rate over the p_tch plane mid-cone surface. At
< 22 degrees however, the increase in heat rate reduces near the cone
edge. At _ > 22 deg the heat-rate increase resulting from natural tran_i-







To verify the analytical predictions for the heating environment of
the Viking Lander Capsule (VLC) Martian entry phase, it is necessary to
determine experimentally the convective heat transfer rates to the VIC
aerosheli and base cover surfaces. The present investigation provides
pressure distributions and heat transfer distributions over the VI.C at
representative flight conditions.
On the basis of the common assumption of heat transfer rate ratio
(qi/qs) invarlance with hypersonic Mach numbs'r, a wind tunnel Investlga-
tion was implemented in the NASA/LRC Mach-8 Variable Density Tunnel (M-B
VDHT) for the measurement of the convective heat transfer ovt'r the VLC A S
and BC surfaces.
In addition to the heat transfer model, an identical scal_' pre_irt'
model was provided to obtain pressure diztrlbutions at te_t conditlo_l_
comparable to those of the heat transfer tests.
An additional test objective was to obtain near-wake temperature mea-
surements for use in communication attenuation/blackout analy_e_. This por-
tion of the investigation was completed during July 1972. The wake tempera-
ture data will be added as an Appendix subsequent to releast, of thi_ docu-
ment.
This investigation provides data under equilibrium flow conditions
in air of specific heat ratio _ equal 1.4; a later InvestlgatloI_ uslnK
these models is planned _n the NASA_LRC Hypersonic Freon (CF 4) Tune,el to
establish the equivalent heat transfer aed pressure data |n a te_t medium
more nearly simulating the Martin CO 2 real gas environment.
!The magnitude of the heating rate depends on the boundary layer state
(laminar or turbulent). An assessment of the A/S bounda,y layer charac-
teristics was made through boundary layer tripping surveys over the model
leeward regions as can be seen from heating rate data.
The Mach-8 test Reynolds number (Re) conditions for the pressure and
heat-transfer tests are 3.5 x 106 and 4 x 106 (High), 2.8 x 106 and 2.8 x
106 (Mean) and 1.5 x 106 and 1.7 x 106 (Low) respectively.
These VLC pressure/heat-transfer tests were performed during the period
of February 18 - March 2, 1972 and all the data obtained during this period
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d 2 08735 ft 2
Reference area 4
Speed of sound, a = 4qoO! G (OR) (ft:sec_ for 81r
Specific heat at constant pressure, C = .2a Btu Ib-°R
P
Specific heat at constant volume, C = .!7 Btu Ib -°R
Drag forc_ coeffi lent
Model diameter = 4.002 in -_ .333 It
,)
Acceleration of gravity, 32.17 ft/sec"






Free stream Math number, defined in tunnel by:
-b +
2c 2 c
where: a = 69.7_I
b - -20.290
c - 1.494
| p Pressure (psi)
i
Pa Barometric Pressure (psi)
J p, Prandtl number
q Dynamic press °Jre (pV2/2)
i ci th'_.t transfer rate (Btu/ft 2-sec) !























Reynold_ number 0_Vd/_ )
Reynolds number based on boundary layer momentum thickness.
P_Ve0




Distance mvasured al_ng l_.:_._itudinal axis, (in)
Di,;tance recaptured along Y axis
Dis t_ncv measured alon_ Z axis
Angle of attack (deg)
Angle of bow shock; angle of _ldeslip (deg)
Ratio of specific heats, Cp/Cv
Entry flight path angle, (deg)
Boundary layer thlckne_s, (in)
[.aminar boundary layvr thlckness,(In)
Turbulent boundary layer thickness, (in)
Boundary layer displacement thlckness,(in)
Density ratio, Pl/p 2
Boundary layer momentum thickness, (in)
Total thermal conductivity, (Btu/sec-ft)
Coefficient of visco_ qty (lb-._ec/ft2)
Density (:lug _/ft*_)
Roll angle (deg), denoting positioning of pressure/temperature
Re cowry factor, defined on page 15.
A,_,,_mvd width of A/S peripheral fl_mge.
#|
B Base
E Inertial entry conditions
e Edge of boundary layer
i Integer denoting pressure pickup or thermocouple
L Local conditions
max Maximum
N Normal to surface
p Parallel to surface
S Stagnation conditions
t Total conditions, time
w Wall conditions
Based on boundary layer momentum thickness
I Ahead of shock wave
2 Behind shock wave
Free stream conditions, static
t
B. Abbreviations and Acronyms
in Inches
dia Diameter
VLC Viking Lander Capsule






















Degrees in angular sense or degrees Ranktne
Station(s)








Maximum heat transfer rate






Pictorial views and operating description of the M-8 VDIIT Test facility
are given in Figures I, 2 and 3.
The tunnel is supplied with tank stored air delivering a range
in tunnel total pressure Pt I from about 350 to 2800 psia at _ coustant
Mach number of 8. The tunnel flow exhausts into the atmosph_'rL wheu Ptl
exceeds 2300 psia. For Ptl below this value the tunnel exhausts into _ vacuum
tank. The axisymmetric contoured nozzle test section measures 18 inches
diameterj but the test core diameter ranges between 4 to 14 inches depending
on the total pressure level. As stated in Figure I, the tunnel air flow i_
heated electrically to provide the required test temperatur_ environmL'nt to
prevent air liquefaction.
The 4 inch diameter VLC model (Figure 2) is sting mounted on an
injection mechanism which operates from an enclosure or housing below
the test section. Model G[- settings are approximated on the sting-
mounted bracket adaptor where allowance is made for finite deflection
occurring in the In]ectlon system caused by mo_lel alrloads.
Post-test cooling of the model is accomplished by air cooling Jets
activated to impinge on the model retracted to the housing.
Figure 4 illustrates the operation envelope of the LRC M-8 VDHT.
B. Idod_l and Instrumentation
Separate VLC pressure and heat-transfer stainless steel models of
0.029 scale were fabricated for the test program.
81. Pressure Test Model
A geometrically scaled pressure model (Figure 2) _,as assembled
as shown in Figure 5.
The capsule attachment to the 0.75-inch-diameter sting is located
in the lower region of the base cover away from pressure orifice loca-
tions. A small air gap is made to provide pressure equilibrium inside
the model and to minimize both heat conduction from the A/S and model
thermal warpage. The pressure model A/S surface thickness is about 0.09
inch.
The model pressure tubing installation is described in Reference I.
The fifty steel pressure tubes channeled from the model through the hollow
sting were mated with a plnch-bar mechanism incorporated within the injec-
tion system housing. The plnch-bar mechanism permits holding an existing
pressure level at the time the test run is terminated. The run ciln then be
repeated as many times as required to eliminate pressure lag in the syst_'m.
Flexible tubing completed in the pressure connection to the manometer board
and the barocells.
Schlleren coverage of the model was monitored prior to and during
each run. The schlleren photographs provide the means of determining
the test angles-of-sttack, O_, within 0. I - 0.2 deg accuracy.
2. Heat Transfer Model
The 2.9 percent scale heat transfer model of the VLC was fabrics-
ted for convective q measurements at tunnel operating conditions nearly
similar to Chose employed in the pressure test. A drawing of the test
article is presented in Figure 6 and a photosrsph of the model components
is shown in Figure 7. The q model is of the thin skin type and equipped
with 46 30-Base chromel/slumel thermocouples spot-welded to the inside
4t"
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model surface at locations duplicating those defined for the pressure
orifices of the pressure model• The model skln thlcknesse_, measured at
each thermocouple are listed in Figure 6. For the BC q measurements,
special sensors are used to meet the requirement for high sensitivity:
two Hy Cal calorlmetersp responsive to q-rates less than one Btu/ft ?-
sec, were installed on the 40 and 62-deg frustums.
Further inboard on the 62-deg frustum and oriented at radial planes
of _ = 30, 60, and 90 deg several thermocou_le-type sensors (thin t_o-
lated discs) are installed that are similarly capable of sensitive measure-
ments of low q values•
All q-sensor wires were channeled through the sting support to the
control room data system• While some of the BC q data were monitored
as control-room rcal-tlme observables all the A/S and BC temperature
data were transmitted directly to the remote Beckman digitizer _ystem.
A few A/S thermocouple readings were monitored in real time on _trip
chart displays.
To accomodate the A/S thermal expansion and to minimize he_t conduc-
tion to the BC during test, a semi-elastic bond was devised between the
A/S and BC. An A/S sleeve-extenslon was seated and retained in a R'IW-
filled circular groove machined into the base. Again, model _-setttngs
were approximated on the sting mounting fixture prior to e_ch run _nd then
accurately determined by measurements on Schlleren picture's of the on-line
model attitude.
3. Heat Transfer Sphere
A four-lnch diameter stagnation heat transfer re_eren ce hemi_-
phere was assembled as shown in Figures 8 and 9. This _5 inch thick
polished hemisphere was instrumentld with thermocouples on t_e Inside
P- °
surface axlsymmetrlcally about the stagnatlon point. The thermocouple
locations include one at the central stagnation point and four on the X-Y
axes at spherlcal-coordlnate equl-angular marks of _= 9.5 deg. The skin
thickness was measured at thermocouple locations and these data are listed
in Figure 9.
The output of the five thermocouples was directed to the remote
Beckman recording and dlgltlzlng system and also displayed as real-tlme
curve plots in the control room.
C. Test Procedure
Run programs of the PD and qD tests are given in Tables I, II end
III. The arrangement of Instrumentation locations on the upper pitch
plane necesslates running the model at numerically equal positive and
negative (2 -settings to determine complete A/S data distributions over
the representative flight _-range. The numerically equal (or approxi-
mately equal) positive and negative model _-settlngs are referred to as
conjugate (M-settlngs.
I. Pressure Test
Nominal conjugate _-settlngs at 4-degree intervals from _ = 0
to ÷ 20 degrees (plus one additional run at a = -30 deg) were approxi-
mated _or the High and Low Re conditions. At zero-o one additional run
was made at a Mean Re . The duration of each run was governed by the
tunnel operational constraints and by the model capacity to withstand
the heat buildup. The model could remain in the test section 50-60 sac
depending on the operating Re. Since this opsrattn8 time limitation
conflicted with the equilibrium lag time inherent in the pressure system,








pressure system plnch-bar mechanism _as actuated to hold the existing
Hg pressure columns level while tunnel shut down procedures, including
cooling of the model,were followed. Nhen the model was re-in_ected in the
test section the plnch-bar mechanism was released allowing a new iteratlve
pressure profile to appear on the manometer board. This entire procedure
was repeated until the columns described a non-changlng profile tanta-
mount to pressure system equilibrium.
The manometer board levels were monitored on TV and also photographed
prior to each sequential shut-down. For each on-llne test condition the
tunnel parameters were recorded and processed through the LRC Beckman/CDC
digltlzer/computer. _ne tunnel parameters were Pi' Ptl' Poo, Tad' Tt' T_,
Voo , Id_, Re , qcx_ and P a"
2. Heat Transfer Test
Table II defines the operating Re conditions as High, Mean and
Low. For each Re the conjugate pairs of _T_etting s ranged from 0 to
+20 degrees, at 4-degree intervals. One additional low-Re run at _ = -30.5
des was included and one "extra low" (X-Low) R e condition of 0._ x 106
0. The temperature time history on the model
was attempted for _ T
was monitored with a strip chart connected to several A/S thermocouples.
Starting with model injection, the thermocouple typical temperature
history develops as illustrated in Figure I0. The transient temperature
data were also recorded on magnetic tape. As was the case during the
pressure test, the effective model _T'swere measured approximations of
the nomin_l Ms specified for the test.
0
Special High'R e q runs were made with the model containing s boundary
layar trip (.005 in diameter wire) placed on the model leeward surface.
'two additional high-O conditions, (_T equal 22.2 and 26.2 des) were also
12
tested in an attempt to induce natural transition in accordance with
data in Reference 4. Schlieren photos taken prior to and during test
conditions were used to define aT accurately.
Representative schlieren views of the model at negative O's are
presented in Figure Ii.
3. Neat Transfer Reference Hemisphere Test
As listed in Table III, the stagnation q reference hemisphere
was injected in the tunnel at four different Re test conditions, X-I.ow,
Low, Mean, and High.
The temperature tlme-hlstorles recorded for the "shoulder" thermo-
couples provided heat transfer rates. These data, when combined with
BLIMPC computer solutions of blunt-body q-distrlbutlo_provlded semi-
empirical solutions of reference stagnation heat transfer rates qs"
Schlleren pictures of the hemisphere are presented In Figure 12.
IV. DATA REDUCTION AND PRESENTATION
The wind tunnel test parameters Pt' Tt' P_ ' Pa' were recorded
vs time on magnetic tape for subsequent use in data reduction.
|
A. Pressure Test Data
W_,en the pressure system equilibrium was reached the on-llne condi-
tion was marked by simultaneous actuation of both the schlieren and mano-
meter board cameras. The manometer photographs were scannvd by a film
reader to a resolution of 0.02 in Hg (_ .01 psi). Each pre_-ure read-
out, PI' was non-dlmenslonalized by the stagnation pressure, Pro. For
each pair of conjugate runs from which the diametrical pressure distrlbu-
tion was determined, Pt2 is the stagn;_tion pressure derived from interpola-
tion of the windward pltch-plane peak pressures.
VLC base-pressures and pressures around the A/S corner were obtained
witb barocells and recorded at about three-second Intervals for inclusion
in the LRC Beckman/CDC data processing routine. Similarly, the tut_nel
static pressure was also recorded by the Barocell Beckman d_t,_ link.
Schlleren views of the VLC operating ;_t ntg OT'S (T_c}_;oT '"
not shown) are Illustrated in Figure II. The b;_slc pressure data are
plotted in Figures 13, 14 and 15.
Because of the discrepancies occurring bt:t_t.tn conjug;_t_' _T
settings, the data were entered on _ thret-dim_,nsion;,l plot of r:,,ll 1
(or surfsce-dimensional) PRD's with v._riatlon in _T' Figure IO Intro-
duces different data symbols which denote pressure-tap locatlon:: along
A/S intersections of radial planes (through VLC body-axls of symmetry)




Figures 17 and 18 are quasl-isometric illustrations of A/S PDs for
= -11.2 and -30.3 deg. Also, an i_obar plot has been prepared
for _ = -11.'2 deg in Figure 19.
Radial and angular variations in base pressures are shown from basic
in Figure 20 for _ = -11.1 deg.
L
|
B. Heat Transfer Data
1. Aeroshell
The gener,_l equation (Reference 6) describing the transient
heat-transfer process for the VIC blunt cone having a thln wail, A{7, Is:
= qconvection + qconductlon in skin +
qtotal (per unlt aree)
qradiation + qconduction to Inside model
(I)
or
C A(Y a w _ (Tad" - X
p Ot L _X ?




Ju_tlflcatlons for neglecting the small radl_tlon and conduction terms are
given in Reference5. Cslculations of the radl_l conduction are given In
the Appendix. Although generally negligible, the conduction terms do apply
to areas of high temperature gradient such as the BC corner area. For I_ = 0
the heat conduction around the A/S corner from front to back I_ equivalent
to a neg_tive heating rate correction, _(ql/qs), pertaining to the BC
perlpherml thermocouple Station #15.




h = (Tad Twi_ - Ta d wl
where the wall temperature rate of change was evaluated from data.
The adiabatic wall temperature, Tad, was acquired from the expression
Ta d = T t _ ; where _ is the recovery factor ( _ = 0.90 for laminar
and 0.99 for turbulent boundary layers). Figure 24 describes the tem-
perature-dependent coefficient for specific heat, C , for the modelD
material 17-4 PH stainless steel alloy composition listed in Table IV.
o Rt, f_r_nce Hemisphere
Stagnation qs reference data are based on referenc_ hemisphere
thermocouple data and on BLIMPC computer rural, of qD_ over _ _phere.
These sphere-test qs quantities, corrected for the ratio of the _C
model nose radius to the reference sphere radius, were adjusted to reflect
the explicit turnel operating Pt and T t conditions (Table If) corresponding
to each set of $i/q= solutions.
The latter computations were made with reference to the Fay & R[ddell
expression for qs' reference 7.
r
C. Base Cover
The BC heating rates, detected by calorimeters and by thermocouple
sensors,are evaluated independently in accordance with their resp _'ctive
calibrations. The two types of sensors were calibrated jointly in t_e
laboratory to ensure compatibility in the low BC _ environment.
$
lb
V. DISCUSSION OF RESD%TS
portion of th_ figures prcst'nt,_d in this report deals with the
manual interpolation of tht. basic datii. The diff.,rent symbols tel tlng
the lligh, Mean and Low R run conditions .qr0 consistently maintalint'd
C
throughout the plottt, d dat.n.
|_.
A. Pressure Distribution
The on-line tunn, 1 condition .oincldtng with the attainment of model
prt, s._urt. _ystcm t, quiltbrtum are listed in Table I.
1. Aerosht>ll B_slc Data
A/S rsdt_l PDs obtained from the _- O, 180 deg pitch (meri-
dian) l, llnr prL'._,r,' orifices artr plotted for all test conditions tn
Fll_ur,-_ I _, 14 .ind 15.
A r_dl_l _t_ltt t.n rb_, _lndward pitch plane Is seen In the stagnatton-
p_essure region lr,,m the apt.}( to s/R B " -.25 with varlmtton in _1T from
0 to -11.2 deg. At O1- -20 dt.g the stagnation point is observed at s/R B =
-0.46. Alst,, with tncrt.a._lnl_ n_g G! _ flattening trend is seen of the ,_tnd-
_lrd PI)_ _llonl_ _lih ,, l,r,,_urt dccrt,:l_e on the leeward side. Typtc_l of the
htgh-OI lt.tward I'D ,It.crease ts the appesrt=nce of the shallow bucket pro-
It it which |._ attributable to flow overexpanston occurring in the nose-cone
ta_Ul_t.ucy rt.gton.
The A/S PDs obtained for High, Mean and Low test conditions at _l- 0
_ere essentially congruent. Moreover, It A/S flight attitude (_1- -11.2
de_) the merldiln-plane basic data FD._ _ppear lnvmrl_nt with IIe .
17
}
2. Base Cover Basic Data
Radial BC PDs are shown in Figures 20 and 21. _e signi-
ficant point to be made about the BC PDs is that they are rather ,.niform
and that they measure approximately I to l_ percent of the _tagt_atlon
pressure. In close agreement with earlier VLC Mach-8 BC pressure _tudlt'.
(Reference 6), the base pressures are very similar to the freestream,
static pressure, Poe ' which is superimposed (dashed lines) on all the BC
pressure data.
For zero-_ test condition_ the pressure near the half-radius _R/R B =
5) location shows a rise with increase in R . I{owever, for Or = -11.2
• e
deg the test data do not suggest a similar R -dependency. Conversely, ae
slight amount of base-pressure _- dependency appears unaffected by varia-
tion in R .
e
Figures 22 and 23 pre_er, t additional pressure data plotted at
constant base radius. The near constant pressures maintained with varia-
tion in _ts almost independent of model _- variation.
3. PressureData Interpolation
The difficulty in aligning the model at nominal even alphas at
4-deg intervals was discussed in Section III. Although the basic data
were obtained at attitudes which differed from thv cvt.n--_ _etttng_, th_'y wilt,
interpolated by the three-dimensional views of pres:,ure prolilt,_; plotted
against _ Tas shown in Figures 16a-f. _e interception of pressure-line_
at even alphas is easily seen on these plots. The three-dimensional plot
clearly shows that the pressure had not reached equilibrium for the run at
= +13.I deg. Figure 17 clearIy _Otows the flattening of the windward
_T








negative _. Also observed at hlgh_ is the local drop in pressure at
the leeward hemlsphere-nose/cone-body tangency intersection.
Minor discrepancies in conjugate data-sets may be traced to tunnel
core-flow variations encountered with model installation changes. Figure
16b illustrates the pressures obtained diametrically across the A/S for
-planes of 90 and 270 deg. These lateral pressure taps exhibit, st
zero Olj the characteristic pressure bump at the nose and the sloping off
of pressure profile toward the cone edge. With increase in_l, the lateral
pressures decrease and assume a flatter profile. Ideally, the inter-
polated pressureJ should measure the same for conjugate pairs, but differ-
ences in flow fields with model positional variation in a nonuniform core
give rise to data anomalies.
When used togetherD the interpolation plots are instrumental in
developing Figures 17 and 18 which are idealized three-dlmenslonal PRDs
over the A/S operating at O = -11.2 deg at High R e . _e contrast
between the windward and leeward flow regimes is evident in Figure 19
which represents 8 plan view of isobars contoured mbout a windward
stagnation region st R/RBm 0.35.
B. Heat Transfer Distribution
I. Aeroshell
Basic data obtained for the A/$ _ = O, 180 des pitch plane are
presented in Figure 25a-f . Each figure, listed consecutively by tncreaslng
O/.r, depicts the conjugate sets of windward and Isevard heat rate ratios
obtained throughout the Re-range.
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At low O, the heating rate distribution (qD) is nearly independent
of R . Figure 26 shows the basic qD for the Low R run at _ = °30.3
e • T
deg.
Complete A/S basic data are presented in Figures 77 through 29. Each
figure represents an _T condition and describes tlle radical _-plsne qDs
including, for comparison, the_= 0 I80 deg pitch plane _olld-symbol
data set.
Heating rates are plotted versus _ for each thermocouple in Figures
30_-1.
A certain pattern of data fluctuation, or scatter, appe_rs for these
plots, particularly with positive Ol-settlngs, that has to do with the
nonuniformlty of the test core enthalpy profile.
A synthesis of _,II q data have been performed to develop the inter-
polated heating-rate plots for _= 0, _ 4, _ 8, _ 12, _ 16 and _ 20 deg ,is
shown in Figures 31 through 34: for small _ the windward qD tapers off
from q/qs = 0.65 near the nose to about 0._ at s/R B = 0.8• Toward the
cone edge the heating rate rises to 0.45 + befcre dropping to about 0.2
at the extreme edge. As _ is increased, a flatter qD is seen to develop
over both the windward and leeward pitch plane cone surfaces•
The pressure stagnation point and the point of qmax are seen to shift
in the windward direction with vari_tlon in _.
For equivalent variations in _, however, the shift in qmax is very
gradual when compared to the noticeable shift in pressure stagnation
point (Figure 35), This may be due to a flow field velocity gradient
build-up over the nose surface curvature. Conceptuslly, the _%_w/_s term
constitutes the driving member of the equilibrium boundary layer qs-equatlon




From examination of all q test data obtained for Stations #9 and #I0
(s/R B approximately equal 0.6 and 0.73 respectively), it is concluded
that the heating rates are low relative to a faired distribution obtalaed
when by-passlng these test points. The sleeve, or flange, machined as
an integral part of the A/S,and used as expansion point between the A/S
and model basetacts as a heat sink. This results in losses in qs at
thermocouple Stations #9 and #10 located close to the sleeve.
The following observations are made of the A/S leeward heat transfer
data. At low Q the heating rate reduces from a 0,63 max value at or
near the nose to a 0.4+ level along the cone. At greater values of _R B
the level rises to 0.48. At hlghera,s( < 11.2 deg) the leeward mid-
cone and edge heating rates rise to about 0.45 and 0.6 respectively. A
further increase in _ tc + 20 deg reverses the trend by lowering the lee-
ward heating rate profile along the cone. Toward the A/S edge, however,
s Re-dependent rlse in q/qs values appears which suggests the onset of
boundary layer transition.
e
The q interpolation plots were used to estimate the planfore plots
of constant q/q, lines - Iso- q/qs:ines - as presented in Figure 36.
These Ideallzed plots are symmetrical about the pitch plane and show
the shift in stagnation region with increase in negative _. At a = -12
deg the region of qmax is recognized at s/RB_ .06. Less _-dependent is
a belt-llke pattern of iso-q/q s lines eoual 0.5 seen to prevail around the
peripheral region at a >20 deg.
Additional Mtgh-R e , high-a runs with snd without the wire boundary-
layer forced-trsnsltlon device are shown in sequence in Figure 37. Nith-
_t the boundary layer trip the heating rate profile is being reduced with
increase in O T from 11.2 to 22.2 des. At U- 2e 2 des a pronounced
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increase in heating rate is seen attributable to the onset of transition
to a turbulent boundary layer. Wit_____hht e wire trip placed in the vicinity
of the nose-cone tangency region a pronounced increase in q appears over
the mld-cone surface region• However, at O T 'f 9.3 and (possibly) 15.1
deg the rise in q subsides to lower levels near the edge, possibly indi-
cating areversal to the laminar boundary layer state.
At _ = 19.? deg and 26.2 deg however, the trip-induced q-increase
T
persists in a strong transitional - or possibly turbulent boundary layer
state throughout.
2. Base Cover Frustums
For simplicity, the afterbody heating characteristics can be
categorized into th_ following regions: the 40 deg frustum, the 62 deg
frustum, or the outer separation regions, and the inner (flat) base or
inner separation region•
The VLC base flow heating characteristics are shown in Figures 38
through 41. The BC q results were plotted in sets of three R and two Cl Te
(0 and -11.2 deg.) conditions. The outer and inner thermocouple readings
(Stag #15 and #18 respectively) are combined with the readings of the two
calorimeters (Stas #16 and #17) located in between to form a characteristic
profile which prevailed throughout the test. The innermost base thermo-
couple on the 62-deg frustum exhibits higher heating rates than do the
cslorlmetera located further out on the 62 and 40 de_ frustum. In fact,
the low values measured by the Hy Csla would imply that s low-temperature,
lo_-denalty flow expansion about the 40 deg frustum occurs over a local
region too remote to be affected by the thermalty elevated base-recircula-
tlon flow flelda. By contrast, the inboard Station 18 thprmocouple i_ more
sccaaalbla and hence more influenced by the base reclrculatton flo_ regime.
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By the same reasoning, the pos-(_ runs result in the higher q pro-tile
in each conjugate set. Simple measurements o -c the differences between
the heating rates for negative and positive _ runs suggest that the Re
effect on the BC q is indirect in nature: the base-recirculation
heating is relatively more pronounced at higher R e •
In a-Jditlon to Sta #18 thermocouple located at _ = 0 on the 62 deg
frustum, three simila_ sen_ors were i_stalled a- constant base radii at
_- angles o[ 30, 60 and 90 deg as measured from the pitch plane. The
q results [rom these sensors appear in Figures _0 and 4_. Heating rates
(_/_s) less than 0.01 were obtained with neg-Q runs whereas _igher rates
as high as 0.04 were measured for the positi'_e -(_ runs.
The t._ree sets o-c runs at no-n_al _'s o[ II.2, 16 and 20 deg per _
foL'med with and without A/S bou:_dary layer wire tripping devices were
compared for base heat-transfer rates as shown in Figure 38a.
The BC heat traasfer values denoting the tripped flow runs appeared
sllghtly lower than the equivalent no-trip data. Speculations that
this negative difference, although slight, be attributed to the trip
run flow energy losses to the A/S may be countered by the argument of
data uncertainty normally associated w4th heat transfer tunnel tests.
In Section II_, the convective heat transfer rate wa.q identified by
equation 3 which assumes a very chin model skin. Sample cal:ula:lons
based upon this assumption appear in Appendix A. For the A/S corner
region (Stas #13 and #15) showing the highest temperature gradient, the
thermal conduction correction term _(ql/qs) may come to 0.04_. In
ter_ of,heating races measured for Sta _15, on the order o _.O.f_8,the







A/S and BC pressure and heat-transfer distribution measurements were
obtained for two 0.029 VLC models tested in the I.RC M-8 VDHT at _ s
between 0 and _ 20 des. The ranges in Re are between 3.5 x lO6 and 1.5 x
106 for the pressure test and between 4.3 x 106 and 1.7 x lO6 for the heat
transfer test.
Results of the study led to the followlng conclusions:
I) A/S PRDs are nearly independent of variations in Re-
2) Windward and leeward PDs vary in profiles with incresse iu
from the one dlametrlcal/symmetrlcal profile at _= 0 to the two flatter
PD profiles appearing at O = 20 des.
conditions are nearly uniform and match very
3) BC PDs with High-R e
closely the ambient free stream static pressure PoD.
4) A/S radial plots at _ = 0 of heating rate ratios ql/qs, vary from
about 0.63 at s/R B = 0 to a low of 0.4 at s/R B = 0.5. Variations in
result in flatter qDs over both the windward and leeward pitch plane sur-
faces. While the low-_ qD is unaffected by changes in R , the high-
qD levels appear to rise sllghtly with increase in R .e
5) BC heating rates are less than s few percent of the reference
stagnation heat transfer rates. Radial distributions are charnctcrlzed
by an elevated q value for the inboard sensor which can be correlated with
s thermally elevated near-wake circulation flow pattern.
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COMPOSITION OF 17-4 PH STAINLESS STEEL



































The Langley Mach 8 varlable-denslty h_rsonlc tunnel is located in
Building 12_7D and is under the direction of the Aero-Physlcs Division• This
tunnel is used for fundamental aerodynamic and fluid dynamic investigations
over large Reynolds number ranges using pressure and heat-transfer raeasurements.
The test medium is air and is heated by a combination of Dowtherm and electrical
resistance• Model mounting consists of sting mount with injection mechanism.
The tunnel has an axially symmetric contoured nozzle. The test-section diameter
is 18 inches, and the test core size is 4 inches to 14 inches depending on pres-
sure. It exhausts into a vacuum tank or atmosphere. Examples of operating
conditions are as follows:
Stagnation pressure, psia ..................
Stagnation t_mperature, OR ................
Mach number .....................
Reynoids number per foot ..............
Running tlme, sec, for -
Exhausting into vacuum tank
Exhausting into atmosphere
Repeatabillty
@2500 psi repeatability_~30 psl/run to run
@ 200 psi repeatability_~ 5 psl/run to run
• 19 to 29_0
I160 to 1910
7.9 to 8.0
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
9o
6oo
Total Temperatures for given Totol Pressures
= 304 psi T c = 1236 -It
PCl = It00 psi = 1390 °R
= 1864 psi = 1396 oR
= 2500 psi = 1415 OR
lnsertlon G Force -_ 50 g
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.IRE II SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE VLC MODEL TESTED IN THE LRC MACH-8











Re = 0.4 x 106
FIGURE 12
M=8
Re -1.7 x 106
SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHS OF REFERENCEHEMISP
VARIABLE DENSITY HYPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL
J41
M " 8.1 M • 8.1 _'_ _i_
Re ., 2.9 x IOb Re ,. 3.9 x 106 '_1
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O_ = 12 °
FIGURE 16b VARIATIOIW OF AEROSHELI. :'hi:_SURE
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16c VARXATION OF AERO_tlEI.I.



















































FICUU 16e VARIATION OF AEROSlIEI,L Pl_..;Sl
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A. Heat Conduction Corrections
The valldlty of the assumption of zero conduction in the skin (see
equations I-2) was investigated by evaluating the radial heat-conduction
terms at the A/S model nose and peripheral corner.
I. Aeroshell Nose
The relaxation method for conduction problems, Reference 8,
was used for the nose thermocouple locations as shown in Sketch I.
The A/S nose is simulated by a simple control volume where the heat
flo_ to the stagnation point 0 is
AQ = (T4 + T25 + T31 + _33 " 4To) in (Btu/sec).
k is the thermal conductivity and the temperature subscripts
denote the five thermocouple points involved.
Choosing a specific High-R e , zero_ run condition, Run 30, the conduction
increment becomes:
10.4 Btu
_Q = 360"-_ Ft-sec-°F x (0.00275) (FT)
x (253.5 + 252.7 + 253.0 + 249.0 - 4 (2720)) (°F)
dQ = -O.00067 Btu/sec
This small negative quantity indicates that negligible heat is conduct,'d
from thc stagnation point 0 to the surrounding thermocouple points.
2. Aeroshell Corner
l_xlm_m temperature gradients exists around the A/S cone-edge












Assumitlg the total he.lt conduclio,,x Avo.::,.d the ._,na,' xc.,:ion to be:
_ltt,! b,lsttxg the tt't:lpt'l',ltut't" ._t'.ldit'lti _ct:: _. ¢')l" ¢).< Oll .I ._Xt'_At'l-.l! t{('
temperature lt'vcl taken .it St.t. IS, ihc con,blot ion tcr_x_ tot fun _0
at Righ-R e ,lud .'ero-O bt'c_zx_rs : :_._ O. 0"1
To comp..tre this conducttott guanttts' with th," st.,L, In_ltlo,_ hc.'lt ttansfcr
t':ite t'of ltttx ;:__0 O!
it
,I s -+0 B:tt t t'-st'c,
"l rctt'rt'n,.'c art,.a. _..ts _|._i_l_t,d _:.; th:,t part ,,! tl:c A S c,,t'm,t surt.-_,'e
e:itt'ndtug beyond St.: _1 _ ._ >_.,,w:: in Sketch '.
A pr.lctic._l Icngth ot thc model t l_n.,'.c, o_ rim, m:_v bc the pt'ttt, het,,ll
dlmt, tl.,;iotl : _ RB. th't_¢o,
a A ' RB ._¢'= -7I"' .X
¢on.'cquently, the r.'ltto or tht, c,,tx,|ttcttotl ht,,qt transtt, t to tht, st.,_gn:_ttotl
hei_t trau_tt, r be¢omt, t_
¢'_ I" _ I"
t
s qs _,a..',_ qs _,.' .'r _.it_ \ At g ._a t'
rhts quantity tndtcatt, s th:tt tbe BC heat ttat_:!cr ttttt, t':ltto,: _,; q






















= °6 o deg) boundary-bayer-
Regarding the no-trip, bigh-O (_T - ""
induced increase in q, the question raised as to possible effects of model
surface roughness remains unanswered.
The following measurements are listed for reference only and are not
intended for use directly in accuracy analyses of heating rate data.
An attempt _as made to measure the model post-test roughness from
surface photographs (not shown). From that of a pretest article complying
with the 30 micro-inch surface finish the model A/S had suffered a degrada-
tion by exposure to tunnel 9articl_ abrasion discerned in localized areas
as pits and dimples ranging in diameter between 10 -4 and 10 -2 in. For com-
parison only, at High R e test conditiuns the leeward boundary layer momentum
thickness, @, and Reynolds number based on leeward boundary layer momentum




VLC NEAR-WAKE TEMPERATURE SURVEY
During the week of July 16 through 21, 1972, VLC model near-wake
temperature surveys were made in the LR_ M-8 VDHT for J = -11.2 deg.
The temperature probe as shown in Figure lla was developed by LRC.
A simple chromel alumel thermocoup]e probe was installed at the end of
a curved narrow sting suspended from the tunnel ceiling. The tbermo-
couple junction was made up of 0.005 in. diameter wires and suspended
between two O.010 in. diameter thermocouple wires about 0.10 in. apart.
The probe coordinates X-Y are denoted in Figure lib. The X-coor-
dinate is measured aft in the axial direction normal to the plane
through the peripheral corner. The probe was oriented successively at
three near-wake distances assigned within the given dimension from the
plane through the VLC corner to the base cover circular base plate, l'he
Y-coordinate of each pro_e setting reaches from the base cover frustum.
_le Low-R e (X-Low Re) run conditions were investigated. Again, the
duration of each model run exposure to tunnel flow was about five secon¢Is.
Before each run, the probe setting was approximated relative to the model,
but the exact probe location was assessed from sch!ieren pictures.
From simultaneous measurements of probe temperature, tunnel adiaba-




was plotted as shown in Figure llb. The _ ratio appears constant within
the base recirculaticn flow region which is bounded by the boundary layer
B
B-2
flow field undergoing Lhe turning expansion around the edge. In the shock
layer - or shear layer - prevailing beyond this boundary the O-ratio
increases with the Y coordinate and should, if monitored out to the bow-
shock boundary, approach one asymptotically. Sufficient test data were
obtained to identify tile boundary between the constant-O and the
increasing-_ regions. The distance_ to the_e boundaries,YSL_ from the
base cover reference points were u_ed a; :eference parameters in normalized
plots, Figure llc.
Finally, isolines of constant O-ratio were plotted as shown in
Figure lid. As already indicated in Figure lib the _-ratios increase
with R e. Figure lid also suggests the occurrence of a reclrculation
bubble in the vicinity of the aft 62-deg. frustum.
The VLC Low-R e near-wake temperature survey In the LRC M-8 VDIIT air
medium facility will be used as reference during the forthcoming VLC
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